WIAA/Resch Center Guidelines
The following items are allowed into the Resch Center:
1.
Shakers and pennants even if attached to wooden/plastic sticks for spectators, cheerleaders, pom pon
squads, etc.
2.
"Homer hankies", towels, and "hands" with No. 1 fingers will be allowed provided:
a.
Printing (if any) includes only school name, team nickname, or mascot.
b.
They do not cause crowd problems.
3.
Banners
Temporary hand held banners are allowed with some restrictions. They may not have:
a.
Offensive language.
b.
Be used to disrupt players, officials, or interfere with spectators.
c.
Be carried around the Resch Center before/during or after competition.
The following items cannot be brought into the Resch Center:
1.
All types of noisemakers (stadium horns, cow bells, etc.). Thunder sticks will not be allowed.
2.
Balloons, inflatables, etc.
3.
Paper confetti.
4.
Stereo tape decks, "boom boxes", and other related radio equipment. Note: “Ipods" are allowed.
5.
Intoxicating or other beverages.
6.
Break-through hoops.
7.
Props such as swords, pitchforks, etc., unless a part of the official school mascot costume.
8.
Selfie sticks.
Penalty for Bringing Prohibited Items
Spectators bringing prohibited item(s) will have them confiscated or will be told to return the item(s) to their
vehicles.
Restrictions
1.
Laser pointers are prohibited. Any individual possessing or using a laser pointer will be immediately
ejected and will not be allowed to re-enter during that session.
2.
Paint on any body part is prohibited. The paint must be removed, or the body part covered with clothing,
or the violator will not be allowed to enter or stay in the Resch Center.
3.
No mask or covering over the face is allowed, with an exception for the school approved mascot.
4.
Antics involving throwing of paper airplanes or coins, etc., will result in the violator being ejected from
the Resch Center.
5.
Fans may not leave their seats to join cheerleaders or the band in doing such things as the polka.
6.
Fans may not leave their seats to become involved in such things as: slapping players hands during
introductions, forming a tunnel for players to run through as they enter or exit the court, etc.
7.
Fans may not allow others to sit on their shoulders.
8.
Schools must decide if they will allow their spectators not to wear shirts. No paint will be allowed on
individuals chests/backs. If allowed, these individuals must stay in their seats.
SPECTATOR CONDUCT
The Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Association objects to the use of activities, materials, logos, apparel,
mascots or gestures that are profane, vulgar, insulting or offensive to others. The membership disapproves of any
form of taunting or expression that is intended or designed to embarrass, ridicule, disrespect, or demean others
under any circumstance including on the basis of race, religion, gender or national origin. A violation of this
policy will result in the individual(s) being removed from the Resch Center.

